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pn  junction Diodes
It is a semi conductor crystal of Ge or Si doped such that one half portion
of it acts as p- type S.C. and the other half portion of it acts as n- type.
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As soon as pn. jn. is formed , the majority charge carriers begin to diffuse
from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.
The electrons and holes recombine at the vicinity of the junction which
results in a region free of charge carriers . The small region in the vicinity
of  the junction  which  is  depleted of  free charge carriers  and has only
immobile ions is called the depletion layer. This results in the set up of a
potential  difference  across  the  junction  which  acts  as  a  barrier  which
opposes the further diffusion of electrons and holes across the junction .
This is called potential barrier VB
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                                                      Biasing

forward biasing                                              reverse biasing
Forward biasing

 +ve terminal  of  battery is connected to p-  region and – ve to n-
region of diode.

 applied voltage V opposes barrier potential VB

 effective potential barrier decreases (VB-V)
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Reverse biasing
 +ve terminal  of  battery is connected to n-  region and – ve to P-

region of diode.
 applied voltage V is in the same direction as barrier potential VB

 effective potential barrier decreases (VB+V)
 width of depletion region increases
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Diode characteristics( Forward – bias – characteristics)
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 The graph is non- ohmic in nature
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 Initially the current increases very slowly, almost negligibly, till the
voltage across the diode reaches a certain value called  threshold
voltage or cut-in-voltage. Beyond this voltage, the the current starts
flowing  exponentially.  Then,  the  resistance  across  the  junction
becomes very low.

Diode characteristics( Reverse – bias – characteristics)
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 When the diode is reverse biased , a very small current (about a few
µA ) flows. This current is called reverse saturation current  which is
due to minority carriers across the junction.

 When reverse voltage across the junction reaches a sufficiently high
value, the reverse current suddenly increases to a large value. At
this voltage, the breakdown occurs and this voltage is called zener
breakdown voltage or peak inverse voltage of the diode.

 The dynamic or a.c. resistance of the diode is defined as the ratio of
the small change in applied voltage δV to the corresponding change
in current δI.

    
     rd = δV / δI



Rectification
The process of converting a.c. into d.c. is called rectification and
the device used for this process is called rectifier.
Principle
When  a  pn-jn.  diode  is  forward  biased  it  offers  low  resistance  to  the
current flow and if reverse biased , offers a high resistance to the current
flow.
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Junction diode as a half wave rectifier.
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Working:-



when  a.c. is supplied to the primary, the secondary of the transformer

supplies desired alternating voltage across  A and B of the circuit. During

the positive half cycle of a.c. , the end  a is +ve and the end B is _ve. The

diode D is forward biased and the current I flows through RL.   The output

voltage across the load RL is of same wave form as the half wave of the

input. During the -ve half cycle , the end A becomes –ve  and b becomes

+ve. The diode becomes reverse biased and no current flows. Hence no

voltage appears across RL. This process is half wave rectification.

Junction diode as a full wave rectifier.
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When  a.c. is supplied to the primary, the secondary of the transformer
supplies desired alternating voltage across  A and B of the circuit. During
the positive half cycle of a.c. , the end   Ais +ve and the end B is _ve. The
diode  D1  is  forward  biased  and  the  diode  D2  is  reverse  biased.  D1
conducts and the current I flows through RL.  During the negative half of
a.c. the end A is –ve and end B is +ve. Diode D1 is reverse biased and
diode D2 is forward biased. D2 conducts and current flows through RL The
output voltage across the load RL is as given. This process is called full
wave rectification.

However  the  d.c.  voltage  will  be  pulsating.  The  a.c.  component  that
causes the pulsation is reduced by using filter circuit.

Filter circuit

    a.c.                                                                                     RL            o/p

  input C

The figure shows a simple circuit that filters off the a.c. component from
pulsating d.c. output of the rectifier. Capacitive reactance Xc  = 1/ 2πfC
So,  the  capacitor  gives  a  low  resistance  to  the  a.c.  component  and
unpulsating d.c. flows through the load resistance RL

Different types of diodes.
1) Zener diode
It is  a junction diode specially designed to operate only in the reverse
breakdown region continuously is called zener diode.
 

 

(heavily doped)

  Symbol:-
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I-V characteristics of a zener diode:- 

When the applied reverse voltage (V) reduces the break down voltage (VZ)
of the zener diode , the current suddenly increases. Thus, after the break
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down voltage  (VZ)  a  large  change  in  the  current  can  be  produced  by
almost insignificant change in the reverse bias voltage. i.e, over a  wide
range of current , the zener voltage remains constant.
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V

             I (µA)

Cause of zener break down:-

In a zener diode, both p- and n- sides are heavily doped. Due to this the
depletion layer formed is very thin ( < 10-6m). Even a small reverse bias
voltage sets up a high electric field which is strong enough to pull valance
electrons from the host atoms on the p- side which are accelerated to n-
side. These electrons give rise to a large reverse current. The emission of
electrons  from the  host  atoms  due  to  high  electric  field  is  known  as
internal field emission and the breakdown is called zener break down. 

Zener diode as a voltage regulator:

Principle:-

When a zener diode is operated in the reverse break down region , the
voltage across it remains practically constant for a large change in the
reverse current.

Working:-
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Fig.  shows  the  circuit  diagram  for  using  zener  diode  as  a  voltage
regulator. The zener diode is connected in reverse bias to the source of
fluctuating d.c. through a dropper resistor Rs. The load RL is connected
across the zener diode. The current through the circuit is-
                                                I = IZ + IL 
If  Vi  is  the input  voltage ,  Vo the output  voltage and Vz  is  the zener
voltage, then
                                              Vi = VR + Vz 
                             Also,        Vo = Vz = ILRL

If the input voltage increases, the current through Rs and zener diode also
increases. This increases the voltage drop across Rs without any change
in the voltage across the zener diode. This is because in the breakdown
region , zener voltage remains constant, even though the current through
the zener diode changes.  Similarly,  if  the input  voltage decreases,  the
voltage across Rs decreases without any change in the voltage across the
zener diode . thus , the zener diode regulates the voltage.

Photonic or opto electronic devices:-
                  (I) Photo detectors ( photo diodes)
                  (ii) Photo voltaic cells ( solar cells)

                  (iii) Devices that convert electrical energy into light  (LED)
Photo diode:-
It  is  a reverse biased pn- junction  in which provision  is  made for  light
photons of proper frequency to reach the junction.

                         

                                 
( symbol)

When no  light  is  incident  on  the  junction  ,  a  small  reverse  saturation
current  flows  through  the  junction.  This  current  is  due  to  thermally
generated electron-hole pairs and is called dark current.  When light  of
frequency  ν is incident on the junction such that ( hν = Eg) , additional
electron-hole pairs are produced and conductivity increases due to photo
generated charge carriers. Larger the intensity of incident light , larger
would be the increase in conductivity of the semi conductor.
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Reverse bias Volts
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A photo diode is preferably operated in reverse bias. Why?
When illuminated with light , both electrons and holes increase in equal
number.
                                           n’ = n +∆n
                                           p’ = p + ∆p
but, the fractional increase in minority carriers is much greater than the
majority carriers. Hence, the fractional change due to the photo effects on
the minority carriers dominate. hence, they are made to work in reverse
bias condition.
Solar cell:-

It is a junction diode which converts solar energy into electricity and is
based on photo voltaic effect.

It  consists  of  a pn-  jn.  made of  Si  or  GaAs.  the top of  the p-  layer is
provided with few finger electrodes. The bottom of the n- layer is provided
with a current collecting electrode. 
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Voc ( open circuit voltage)
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Isc   ( short circuit current)

When  light  photons  (  hν >  Eg)  reach  the  junction  through  thin  and
transparent p- region ,  they excite electrons from the valance band to
conduction  band.  The  electron-  hole  pairs  generated  in  the  depletion
region  move  in  opposite  directions  due  to  the  barrier  field.  Photo
generated  electrons  move  towards  n-  side  and  holes  towards  p-  side.
Collection of these charge carriers make p- side a positive electrode and
n- side a negative electrode. Hence, photo-voltage is set up across the
junction and current flows across RL when connected across them.

Solar cells are made up of Si or GaAs. Why?

Solar intensity is maximum at 1.5 eV. Semi conductors of band gap of this 
range ( Si Eg = 1.1 eV   & GaAs Eg = 1.5 eV ) can better convert solar 
energy into electricity and are of a higher absorption coefficient.

LED ( Light emitting diode)

It is a forward biased pn- jn. which spontaneously converts the biasing
electrical energy into optical energy like infra red, visible light etc. A pn jn.
made  from  a  translucent  semi  -conductor  like  GaAs  and  is  given
metallised contacts. When it is forward biased its potential barrier reduces
and its depletion region becomes so thin that holes and electrons are free
to cross the barrier resulting in electron-hole recombinations. this results
in the release of photons.                                         hν
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